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Abstract: The transport sector has produced numerous carbon emissions in China, and it is important
to promote low carbon commuting. As an emerging mode of urban low-carbon transportation in
China, shared bicycles have been used by more and more citizens on a daily basis, with advantages
of green and low-carbon emissions to environment, flexibility for short trips, and convenience for
covering the distance between the normal low-carbon transportation and destinations. However,
the imbalanced distribution of shared bicycles along subway lines, especially during the morning
peak hours, has directly restricted their performance in urban traffic. In this paper, an integer
linear program model (ILPM) is proposed to obtain an optimal low-carbon distribution plan of
shared bicycles connecting with the subway line (SBCSL) during the morning peak hours. First, an
objective function is built to improve the carbon emission reduction of SBCSL. Second, constraint
functions are extracted considering the quantity of bicycles to be distributed to the subway line
as well as the distribution limits of each subway station. At last, a case study is conducted on the
distribution of shared bicycles in Beijing Subway Line 13 of China during the morning peak hours.
The results show that the ILPM is of significance to provide optimal distribution scheme of shared
bicycles in subway line with different station types including office-oriented, residential-oriented,
and hybrid-oriented stations.

Keywords: urban low-carbon transportation; shared bicycle; subway line; bicycle distribution;
carbon emission reduction; sustainable development

1. Introduction

Since the 1970s, global warming has gradually attracted the attention of the interna-
tional community. One of the biggest causes of global climate change is anthropogenic
greenhouse gas emissions. In order to cope with climate change, the Chinese government
proposed to reach the peak of carbon dioxide emissions around 2030 and strive to achieve
carbon neutrality by 2060. The transport sector produces numerous carbon emissions in
China. The carbon emissions in China’s transportation sector have become the fastest
growing field of greenhouse gas emissions. Urban low-carbon transport system (ULCTS)
plays an important role in energy conservation and emission reduction.

China is suffering from the severe negative consequences of the high usage taxis and
private cars in its large and densely populated cities [1]. As an emerging mode of ULCTS
in China, shared bicycles could provide an eco-friendly alternative to taxis and private
cars for short-distance trips in urban area. The widespread use of shared bicycles reduces
energy consumption and exhaust emissions and also plays an active role in building a
green trip system [2]. For example, from 1995 to 2017, the trips entering the New York
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Central Business District by sustainable mode increased by 32.4%, while the car and
truck trips decreased by 22.5% during the same period [3]. Not only that, but shared
bicycles can complement the rail transportation connection modes, which not only solve
the short-distance trip problem of citizens [4] but effectively relieve traffic congestion.

In view of the advantages of low carbon and convenience, shared bicycles are becom-
ing an essential mode of urban low-carbon transportation connecting with the subway and
bus routes. The research shows that about 70% of users in Beijing chose shared bicycles
and subways/buses to travel to their destinations, and most of them took subway stations
as the starting and ending points of cycling [5]. However, in recent years, there are some
problems revealed in the supply and distribution of shared bicycles. For example, during
the morning peak hours, excessive bicycles in stations with low demand will result in idle
bicycles and lower cycle turnover and cause significant stress to urban governance [6,7]. If
there is an insufficient number of shared bicycles, passengers from the subway exit need to
transfer to other means of transportation to reach their destinations, which will aggravate
the burden on the environment.

The unbalanced distribution of shared bicycles has affected the utilization of bicycles,
created a series of resource and environmental problems [8,9]. As a result, it is particularly
important to clarify the key elements that affect the distribution of shared bicycles connect-
ing with the subway line (SBCSL) during the morning peak hours and formulate refined
distribution strategies. The influence factors mainly involved user attributes, government
policies, social economy, the ecological environment, etc. [10]. When it comes to the trip
mode of shared bicycles connecting to the subway, subway line construction and surround-
ing construction were mainly focused on, while few referred to the combination of the two.
In order to solve the combination problem of shared bicycles and subway lines, factors
such as the demand and supply that affect the distribution of bicycles are considered in
this paper, as well as the constraints of the subway lines and subway station capacity. An
integer linear programming model (ILPM) is established to maximize carbon emission
reduction of SBCSL during the morning peak hours. For one thing, it complements the
research on the integration of shared bicycle trips to subways. For another, the refined
distribution of shared bicycles can achieve resource savings and emission reduction while
solving the problem of disorderly distribution in urban governance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the literature from
three aspects of the research on carbon emissions from shared bicycles, the influence factors
of shared bicycle distribution, and the distribution model of shared bicycles; Section 3
considers the factors that affect the distribution of shared bicycles, and constructs an ILPM
aiming at maximizing carbon emission reduction of the bicycles during the morning peak
hours on weekdays; Section 4 conducts a case study on the distribution of shared bicycles at
the stations of Beijing subway Line 13 and discusses the results; and Section 5 summarizes
the paper and suggests future research directions.

2. Literature Review

As a connection mode of urban transportation, shared bicycles have been studied from
various levels and dimensions. This paper summarizes the research from three aspects: the
research on carbon emissions from shared bicycles, the influence factors of shared bicycle
distribution, and the distribution model of shared bicycles.

2.1. The Research on Carbon Emissions from Shared Bicycles

The detailed analyses of shared bicycles on energy saving and emission reduction
were discussed by scholars. Chen et al. [11] aimed to use a life cycle carbon emission
assessment to calculate an emission reduction threshold for the shared bicycle industry.
The results showed that the whole lifecycle carbon footprint of one bike is 34.56 kg CO2.
Zhang and Mi [12] used Mobike’s dataset to evaluate the environmental performance
of shared bicycles, calculating that the adoption of a shared bicycle system in Shanghai
decreased CO2 and NOX emissions from surface transport by 25,240 tonnes and 64 tonnes
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per year, respectively. D Almeida et al. [13] found that the use of shared bicycles is saving
carbon dioxide equivalent emissions compared to the modes of transport by which its
users previously travelled, but it is essential to optimize rebalancing operations and to
manufacture bikes as close to the point of use as possible to further reduce carbon emissions.
A multi-scenario mixed-integer linear programming model was proposed for optimal
rebalancing by Zhang et al. [14], and the results obtained by the proposed method could
reduce CO2 emissions by a further 6.4% and 4.4% compared with the results of previous
methods. Zhang et al. [15] described the traffic demand as proportional to the carbon
emission reduction potential of rail transit and proposed improving the utilization rate
was the most effective way to achieve the goals of energy saving and emission reduction.

2.2. The Study on Influence Factors of Shared Bicycle Distribution

The factors that affect the decision making of shared bicycle distribution include
demand factors, supply factors, and urban characteristics. Understanding these factors can
help decision makers improve the operating efficiency of bicycle sharing systems [9].

The demand factors include the social and economic attributes and the development
level around the station. In terms of the socioeconomic attributes, a higher population
density has a positive impact on the outbound use of the bicycle sharing system in the
morning, and a sufficient number of jobs promotes the inbound flow in the morning [16].
Li and Kamargianni [17] found that there was no significant correlation between the use of
shared bicycles and gender, family income, or education level in developing countries. A
survey taking Beijing as an example found that the distance between the residence and
bus stop of the user is a key factor in the choice of bicycle trip mode, and the number of
bus stops also plays a role [4]. During the operation of a new subway line in Nanchang,
Yang et al. [18] found that the emergence of new subway stations encouraged cycling
activities, and residents took shared bicycles connecting with the subway as the primary
way of commuting. In addition, subway stations with a large number of passengers have
greater potential demand for shared bicycles [19,20].

Supply factors include infrastructure construction, parking capacity and industry
development. As we all know, while changing the choice of trip mode, shared bicycles also
complement and influence other transportation modes [21]. The growing use of shared
bicycles requires well-built cycling facilities as support; however, the lack of infrastructure
will reduce the use of bicycles [22,23]. Moreover, diversified land use near the station,
larger station capacity, and more shared bicycle parking spots have a positive impact on
the trip demand [24,25].

The urban characteristics include urban natural factors and urban social factors.
Among the urban natural conditions, weather and temperature have a statistical impact
on riding, and people are less likely to use bicycles during rainy and humid periods [26].
As for urban social factors, the use of bicycles largely depends on different time features,
among which the time of day and the day of the week are important factors [27].

In the research on the factors affecting the distribution of shared bicycles, scholars not
only considered social, economic, and natural conditions but considered factors such as
urban infrastructure and layout as well. Based on the summary of the literature, only by
comprehensively considering various factors can we formulate a reasonable strategy for
the distribution of shared bicycles.

2.3. The Study on the Distribution Model of Shared Bicycles

Based on the influence factors, operators can choose appropriate models to calculate
the number of shared bicycles and distribute resources reasonably. In this part, the demand
forecast, capacity distribution, and location layout of shared bicycles are summarized.

In the aspect of demand forecasting, forecasting models are set up based on user
trip data, cycling history data, and other data. When predicting the number of bicycles
required at a specific time, Sathishkumar et al. [28] used weather information and date data
to forecast the hourly bicycle rental demand. Sohrabi et al. [29] considered time, weather,
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and infrastructure and established a generalized extreme value counting model, and the
shared bicycle demand in the Washington-Arlington-Alexandria area proved the the model
can optimize the rebalancing decision.

In terms of shared bicycle distribution capacity, the calculation method is quite in-
novative. Based on location-based social network data, the ordinary least square, geo-
graphically weighted regression (GWR), and semiparametric geographically weighted
regression (SGWR) methods were used to estimate the number of shared bicycle trips [30].
Zhao et al. [31] used the Zero-inflated negative binomial model to estimate the redistribu-
tion count of shared bicycles, Yu et al. [32] used mobile phone data to identify the potential
demand for shared bicycles, and Guidon et al. [33] used the reservation data of electric
bicycles to estimate the demand for shared bicycles. Similarly, Hua et al. [34] estimated
the parking demand of the bicycle sharing system with the trip data and calculated the
distribution scale from the parking spaces.

When it comes to site selection and layout, the methods are diverse. On the basis
of considering the cost and service level, Frade and Ribeiro [35] proposed a location
optimization model and linked the determined sites with the demand estimated through
the maximum coverage model. In order to solve the problem of dynamic bicycle relocation,
Zhang et al. [36] took into account the prediction of user dissatisfaction, bicycle route
selection and relocation, and established a spatiotemporal network flow model.

According to the above-mentioned studies, in the shared bicycle distribution model,
the demand and supply are mainly calculated by relevant data, which provides a ref-
erence direction for this article to estimate the demand and supply of shared bicycles.
The goal of distribution is focused on minimizing scheduling costs, maximizing service
capabilities, environmental benefits, and social welfare, while there are fewer studies on
resource utilization.

2.4. Literature Summary

By summarizing the studies on the carbon emissions from shared bicycles, the in-
fluence factors, and bicycle distribution models, it can be found that scholars have made
some detailed analyses on whether shared bicycles can achieve energy saving and emis-
sion reductions and have discussed how to achieve such outcomes from different aspects.
The studies on shared bicycles mostly focus on the socioeconomic factors and the built
environment factors. In addition, there are few studies on the connection between shared
bicycles and low-carbon transportation, such as bus routes and subway lines. Therefore,
the distribution model of SBCSL is studied in the rest of the paper.

3. Optimal Model for Distribution of SBCSL
3.1. Problem Description

In the morning peak hours of weekdays, the subway is an important way for citizens
to commute, and the distribution of shared bicycles at various subway stations not only
affects the convenience of users but affects the goals of resource saving and emission
reduction as well. Therefore, the distribution strategy of shared bicycles in different types
of subway stations should be changed from the extensive to the more refined. The factors
affecting the distribution of shared bicycles include natural environmental conditions,
industry development status, delivery environment, policy preferences, the level of trans-
portation development, infrastructure construction, and user trip choices. In view of the
characteristics of influence factors and the availability of data, this paper considers the
demand elements and supply constraints, and constructs a distribution model of shared
bicycles to solve the problem of unbalanced distribution of SBCSL and achieve the carbon
emission reduction.

The assumptions for the optimization model of shared bicycles distribution are as follows:

1. Choose a working day when weather, temperature, wind direction, and air quality
are suitable for passengers to ride and there are no major incidents.
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2. Assume that the demand for bicycles at a station is not affected by other stations
or lines. The passengers’ borrowing behavior only occurs in the cycling buffer area
around the subway station without considering the impact of stations on other lines
within the service area of the SBCSL.

3. Passengers within the service area of the station only choose bicycles or buses. In the
morning peak hours, passengers within the service area of the SBCSL only choose the
bus, public bicycle, or shared bicycle without considering walking.

4. Passengers follow the proximity principle to select stations. When there is a crossover
in service area between stations, each demand point is only covered by the nearest
subway station.

5. Assume that carbon emission reduction only considers the replacement of shared
bicycles for taxis and private cars and does not consider the replacement of buses.

According to the types of buildings around the station, subway stations are divided
into residential-oriented stations, office-oriented stations, and hybrid-oriented stations [5],
the passenger flow of these subway stations have different effects on the flow of shared
bicycles during the morning peak hours, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Station type, coverage area, and features.

Type of Subway Station Main Building Type Features

Residential-oriented station Residential quarters, dormitory
buildings, etc.

In the morning peak hours, shared bicycles are used as the main
mode to connect with rail transportation, and the shared
bicycles near the station will increase sharply.

Office-oriented station Office buildings, companies,
industrial parks, etc.

The area around the subway station is mainly responsible for
employment activities. During the morning peak hours,
passengers’ demand for shared bicycles increases sharply.

Hybrid-oriented station Hospitals, schools, etc., as well
as a certain area of residential
and office space.

Citizens in the surrounding areas tend to take low-carbon
transport to complete commuting.

In order to explain the distribution model of shared bicycles, Table 2 shows the
symbols of the variables and parameters.

3.2. Objective Function of SBCSL

The motivation is the subjective factors that affect the distribution of shared bicycles,
including economic goals, environmental goals, and resource utilization goals. The purpose
of environmental goals is to encourage the public to use shared bicycles so as to speed up
bicycle turnover and increase carbon emission reduction. The objective function Equation
(1) maximizes the carbon emission reduction of shared bicycles distributed on subway lines.
Cem,re is the carbon emission reduction factor, wi is the utility coefficient of the station, and
qi is the number of shared bicycles put into the station. Equations (1) and (2) are expressed
as follows:

maxZ = Cem,re ×
n

∑
i=1

wi × qi (1)

qi ∈ N+, ∀i ∈ I (2)

The utility coefficient is the ratio of the potential demand of shared bicycles to the
bicycles supply in the subway station, reflecting the efficiency of the use of bicycles.
Improving the utilization rate is the most effective way to achieve the goals of carbon
emission reduction [5]. The higher the bicycles meet the potential needs, the greater the
utilization rate, and the greater the carbon emission reduction.

wi =
Di
Si

(3)
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Table 2. Variables and parameters.

Subscripts and Sets Description

i Subway station number in the line, {i ∈ I, i = 1, 2, . . . , n}
j City subway line number, {j ∈ J, j = 1, 2, . . . , m}
Decision variables
qi The number of shared bicycles distributed at subway station i
parameters
Cem,re Carbon emission reduction factor
wi Utility coefficient
Di Passengers’ demand for shared bicycles at the station i
β Cycling turnover of shared bicycles
Si Number of shared bicycles supplied at subway stations i
di The population density in the area where the subway station is located
si Total construction area of demand points
αi The morning peak outbound hour coefficient
pi Sharing rate of shared bicycles connecting to subway
qsi Number of shared bicycle parking spots in the cycling buffer
qbi Number of low-carbon transport stations (bus stops and public bicycle rental points) in the cycling buffer
θ Per capita ownership rate of shared bicycles
R Number of permanent residents in cities and towns
Q The number of bicycles in the city
Qt The total number of bicycles planned for the line
µ Percentage of commuting trip
λ The proportion of shared bicycles in the service area of SBCSL
fj Average passenger flow of route j from Monday to Friday
Qimax The maximum number of bicycles at the station
Qimin The minimum number of bicycles on the station
Ei Number of exits of subway stations
l The longest distance to park shared bicycles in the cycling buffer zone
b The width of the space required to park shared bicycles
c The minimum amount of bicycle parking at each exit specified by the government

Equation (3) is the calculation method of the utility coefficient, where Di is the potential
demand for shared bicycles at station i and Si is the supply of shared bicycles at subway
station i during the morning peak hours of weekdays [24].

Demand elements include socioeconomic attributes, surrounding land use, and con-
struction around stations, as shown in Table 3. Socioeconomic attributes refer to the density
of the regional population, the land use index is the construction area of the demand station,
and the built indicator around the station is the number of low-carbon transport stations.

Table 3. Demand elements and description.

Demand Element Indicator Description

Socioeconomic attributes Regional population density The high regional population density has a positive impact on
the passenger flow of the connection stations.

Land use Area of demand station
The proportion of residential, employment, public, and other
types of land around the station affects the demand for shared
bicycles in the area.

Construction around
stations

Number of low-carbon
transport stations

Low-carbon transportation stations are bus stops and public
bicycle rental points; the emergence of more low-carbon
transportation stations near subway stations has increased the
possibility of using buses or public bicycles [37], thereby
replacing the trip mode of SBCSL.

In addition, the service area of the SBCSL is determined as a circular area with a radius
of 500 m to 2 km centering on subway stations [38,39]. The walking distance for outbound
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passengers is 500 m, that is, the cycling buffer zone is 500 m. Exits at subway station are
used to represent bicycle parking spots in the cycling buffer.

Di = di × si × αi × pi (4)

pi =
qsi

qbi + qsi
(5)

The demand points for shared bicycles are companies, office buildings, hospitals, and
high schools within the service area of the SBCSL [31,40]. Equation (4) considers user
attributes, characteristics of demand points, and types of subway stations, where di is the
regional population density [24], si is the total area of the demand point, and αi is the
morning peak outbound hour coefficient [17]. The number of potential users of the station
is calculated by multiplying di and si.

Equation (5) is the formula of sharing rate of SBCSL, where qsi and qbi are the number
of shared bicycle parking spots and low-carbon transportation stations, respectively [5].

The actual number of bicycles supplied by subway stations and the proportion of
shared bicycles are as follows:

Si =
si × di

θ
(6)

θ =
R
Q

(7)

Equations (6) and (7) are formulas for the number of shared bicycles supplied by the
station and the per capita share of bicycles in the city. θ is the per capita ownership rate of
shared bicycles, R is the number of permanent residents in cities and towns, and Q is the
total number of shared bicycles in the city.

3.3. Distribution Quantity Constraints of SBCSL
3.3.1. Line Distribution Constraint

Formula (8) is the constraint on the number of bicycles on the subway line. Taking
into account the supply capacity, the regional distribution ratio, and the social benefits of
the distribution strategy, there is a maximum limit on the total amount of shared bicycles
in a certain area, expressed as follows:

n

∑
i=1

qi ≤ Qt (8)

Equation (9) is the total number of shared bicycles placed in the line. Among them,
µ is the proportion of residents’ commuting trip, λ is the proportion of shared bicycles in
the service area of the subway station, and fj is the average passenger flow of the line from
Monday to Friday. It is calculated as follows:

Qt = Q× µ× λ×
f j

m
∑

j=1
f j

(9)

3.3.2. Constraint of the Maximum Distribution Quantity at Station

Formula (10) is the upper limit distribution constraint on the station. When placing
shared bicycles, taking into account the land, facility conditions, and parking regulations,
there is a highest distribution quantity constraint:

qi ≤ Qimax (10)
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Supply elements include parking capacity and road conditions, as shown in Table 4.
Parking capacity refers to the number of parking spots, and the road conditions include
length of parking section and the construction of bike lanes.

Table 4. Supply elements and description.

Supply Element Indicator Description

Parking capacity Number of parking spots for
shared bicycles

The number of shared bicycle parking spots near subway stations
reflects the shared bicycle distribution capacity and the ability to
meet the needs of passengers in the area.

Road condition Length of parking section It affects the location layout of shared bicycle parking spots and the
bicycle carrying capacity of parking spots.

Equation (11) is the formula for the maximum bicycle distribution at the station. Ei
is the number of exits of the subway station [41], l is the longest distance to park shared
bicycles [24], β is the turnover rate of shared bicycles [42], and b is the space width required
for parking shared bicycles:

Qimax =
l
b
× Ei × αi × β (11)

3.3.3. Constraint of the Minimum Distribution Quantity at Station

The number of shared bicycles is also constrained by policy requirements, including
the minimum number of shared bicycles in the parking spots so as to guide the shared
bicycles’ distribution, operation strategies, and maintenance modes.

Formula (12) is the lower limit that bicycles can be put in each subway station. Due to
policy regulations, the least amount of shared bicycles will be put on each station, which is
expressed as follows:

Qimin ≤ qi (12)

Equation (13) is the formula for the minimum number of bicycles on the station
considering policy constraints, where c is the minimum number of bicycles parking at each
exit specified by the policy [10]:

Qimin = Ei × c (13)

3.4. Model Algorithm

The model established in this paper takes into account the amount of shared bicycles
at all stations of the subway line, with many constraints, and is an ILPM. Therefore, the
intlinprog function is applied to solve the model by MATLAB, and the algorithm flow is as
shown in Figure 1.

1. Input the actual parameters required in the model and invoke the intlinprog function.
2. Enter the iteration, generate the array q (N), and calculate the utility value Z (N).
3. If the array q (N) does not meet the constraints, return (2) and continue the iteration.
4. If the array q (N) satisfies the constraints, continue to (5).
5. If Z (N − 1) ≤ Z (N), return to (2) and continue the iteration.
6. If Z (N − 1) >Z (N), the iteration ends and the global optimal solution is output.
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4. Case Study
4.1. Case Overview

At the end of 2019, the permanent population of urban residents in Beijing was
18.65 million. In view of the population and geographical conditions of Beijing, citizens
have a huge demand for urban low-carbon transportation, and the subway serves the main
commuter. The SBCSL is an important way to solve the problem of citizens’ short trip
during the morning peak hours on weekdays. However, the imbalanced distribution of
shared bicycles is also more prominent. Therefore, the SBCSL issue in Beijing is selected as
a case study.

As an essential connection way for shared bicycles, subway line construction and
the surrounding construction conditions affect trip choices and distribution decisions.
Beijing subway Line 13 is located in the northern part of Beijing. It connects the two
major transportation interchange hubs of Xizhimen and Dongzhimen, as well as scientific
research institutions, residential communities, national new technology development
zones, and urban areas. The quantity and types of stations are abundant, which creates
good conditions for encouraging the SBCSL and also brings challenges to the reasonable
distribution of shared bicycles. Therefore, Beijing subway Line 13 is selected as the target
site for shared bicycles. The urban rail transportation network of Beijing is shown in
Figure 2 and the route map of Beijing subway Line 13 is shown in Figure 3. The station
number, station name, station’s type, and area of each station of Line 13 are from Beijing
Subway, as shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Station number, station name, station type, and area.

Station Number Station Name Type of Station Area

1 Xizhimen office-oriented station Xicheng District
2 Dazhongsi hybrid-oriented station

Haidian District

3 Zhichunlu office-oriented station
4 Wudaokou hybrid-oriented station
5 Shangdi hybrid-oriented station
6 Qinghe hybrid-oriented station
7 Xi’erqi office-oriented station
8 Longze residential-oriented station

Changping District9 Huilongguan residential-oriented station
10 Huoying residential-oriented station
11 Lishuiqiao hybrid-oriented station

Chaoyang District

12 Beiyuan hybrid-oriented station
13 Wangjing West office-oriented station
14 Shaoyaoju hybrid-oriented station
15 Guangximen hybrid-oriented station
16 Liufang office-oriented station
17 Dongzhimen office-oriented station Dongcheng District
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4.2. Data Collection

In this paper, the time span of the passenger flow data for each subway line during
weekdays is from 29 March to 2 April 2021. These five days were all cloudy and had no
major events and were thus suitable for shared bicycle trips. The land and population
data are from the Beijing Municipal Commission of Planning and Natural Resources, the
Beijing Municipal Bureau of Statistics, and the Beijing Transport Institute. The location
information of demand points and traffic heat map come from Baidu maps.

The input parameters such as population density, the morning peak outbound hour
coefficient [17], the number of shared bicycle parking spots and low-carbon transportation
stations (bus stops and public bicycle rental points) are shown in Table 6, while the other
basic parameters used in the case study are shown in Table 7, including the cycling turnover
of shared bicycles, the number of permanent residents, the number of bicycles in Beijing,
the percentage of commuting trip, the proportion of shared bicycles, the average passenger
flow of the line, the longest distance to park shared bicycles, the width of the space to park
shared bicycles, and the minimum amount of bicycle parking at each exit. In addition, the
carbon emission reduction factor is 0.14145 kg CO2e/km [11].

Table 6. Station parameters.

Station Number di Potential Demand qbi qsi(Ei) αi

1 23,333 38,804 6 9 26.5%
2 7796 4615 2 3 16%
3 7796 10,732 5 3 26.5%
4 7796 8274 2 8 16%
5 7796 7630 1 5 16%
6 7796 7523 4 6 16%
7 7796 16,294 5 2 26.5%
8 1569 2740 1 6 6.5%
9 1569 623 2 5 6.5%

10 1569 2229 4 7 6.5%
11 7922 4768 3 4 16%
12 7922 6185 1 8 16%
13 7922 8470 4 2 26.5%
14 7922 7304 5 5 16%
15 7922 6375 2 4 16%
16 7922 9338 2 6 26.5%
17 19,637 18,518 7 9 26.5%

Table 7. Other basic parameters of the case study.

β R Q µ λ f Σf l b c

1.4 18,650,000 854,000 42.3% 47.2% 67,594 1,098,404 450 0.6 30

4.3. Solution Result

MATLAB is used to solve the example, and the carbon emission reduction of shared
bicycles put on the Subway Line 13 is 3643.99 kg CO2e/km. Figure 4 shows the number
of shared bicycles that should be distributed at each subway station. It can be found
that shared bicycles put into each station is different. Dongzhimen station has the largest
number with 1948 shared bicycles, Xizhimen Station has 1670 shared bicycles, while
Shangdi, Longze, and Beiyuan stations have only 30.

Figure 5 shows the average shared bicycles in the three types of subway stations.
Among them, the office-oriented stations’ average number of shared bicycles is the highest,
which is 1345, and the unit distribution at hybrid-oriented stations is the second highest,
with 276. The unit distribution quantity of residential-oriented stations is the least, with
only 70.
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4.4. Results Discussion
4.4.1. Model Validation

The extensive distribution strategy is to determine shared bicycles at each station
based on the ratio of the potential users of each station to the potential users of the line.
The carbon emission reduction of using extensive distribution method to solve the case is
2853.85 kg CO2e/km. Figure 6 shows the solution result, and Figure 7 shows the carbon
emission reduction of the shared bicycles by using the extensive distribution method and
optimized model. It can be seen that number of shared bicycles at Dongzhimen Station
is 1211, 2537 at Xizhimen Station, and Longze Station reached 179, but there is only 40
at Huilongguan Station. The comparison results show that compared with the extensive
distribution method, the optimization model not only meets the distribution constraints and
conditions in the actual distribution process but increases the carbon emission reduction by
28%. Therefore, it can be considered that the optimization model of shared bicycle delivery
can improve the utility of bicycle distribution. Compared with the extensive distribution
method, the optimization model is more practical, accurate, and superior.

4.4.2. Results Analysis

Through the optimization model of shared bicycles, the optimal distribution of shared
bicycles at each subway station is obtained, and combined with the actual situation, the
distribution of shared bicycles is analyzed.
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1. The distribution strategy of SBCSL is greatly affected by the distribution goal.

The paper aims at the carbon emission reduction of shared bicycle distribution and
sets a utility coefficient. It is clearly shown that the utility coefficient of each station is
mainly positively correlated with a station’s morning peak outbound coefficient and the
sharing rate of SBCSL. In addition, it can be noted that the greater the utility coefficient of
the station, the greater the number of shared bicycles distributed in general, and thus a
greater the carbon emission reduction will be obtained. Taking Lishuiqiao Station, Beiyuan
Station, and Wangjing West Station as examples, they are all located in Chaoyang District.
However, the utility coefficients of Lishuiqiao Station and Beiyuan Station are lower than
that of Wangjing West Station, and the number of shared bicycles is 504, 30 and 1113,
respectively. Therefore, the carbon emission reduction of these stations is much lower than
that of Wangjing West Station.

2. There are significant differences in shared bicycle number distributed to each station.
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For stations with large-scale demand points, the demand by passengers leaving
the station during the morning peak hour is more concentrated. Therefore, sufficient
distribution of shared bicycles can meet the needs of passengers. At stations where the
potential demand for shared bicycles is small, it only need meet the potential demand
to obtain high carbon emission reduction. When the passenger’s demand is moderate,
putting in a proper number of shared bicycles can achieve the purpose of improving the
carbon emission reduction. For example, Figure 8 show the passenger flow in the morning
peak hours (The flow density is indicated by red, orange, and green, from most to least)
around Xizhimen Station, Huilongguan Station, and Shaoyaoju Station, respectively. The
shared bicycles number placed in these three stations is 1670, 60, and 840 respectively.
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3. The shared bicycle distribution modes are particular in different types of stations.

Although the office-oriented stations have a high limit on the number of bicycles,
bicycles distributed to the stations are generally close to the upper limit and is greater than
other types of stations. Residential-oriented stations have a small number of outbound
passengers during the morning peak hours, and shared bicycles only need reach the
minimum amount of distribution constraints. The composition of the passenger flow of
the hybrid-oriented stations is diversified. Although the results are not regular, they are all
in the feasible range and can meet the basic bicycle demand. In addition, the results of the
average shared bicycles number in the three types of subway stations show that the number
of office-oriented stations is the highest, followed by the hybrid-oriented stations, and the
residential-oriented stations are the lowest. It is worth noting that not all office-oriented
stations have the highest number of bicycles. For example, the number of bicycles in
Liufang Station is 557, which is lower than the 840 bicycles in Shaoyaoju Station, which is a
hybrid station. It shows the bicycle distribution decision from the perspective of carbon
emission reduction can not only rely on the demand of the station but should combine the
constraints to carry out refined distribution.

4.4.3. Suggestions

To sum up, in order to make the shared bicycles of subway stations better serve
commuters and improve the carbon emission reduction during the morning peak hours
of weekdays, this paper combines the results of case study and puts forward the follow-
ing suggestions.

1. Refined distribution strategy

For office-oriented stations in the morning peak hours, the shared bicycles should be
satisfied on the premise of ensuring that the number of distributed units does not exceed
the capacity of the stations. For residential-oriented stations with less demand, operators
should allocate bicycles in an appropriate amount. Though residents have less demand for
bicycles during morning peak hours, shared bicycles should be distributed timely, locally,
and in appropriate amounts.
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2. Timely scheduling of bicycles

Dispatchers complete the scheduling of bicycles before the morning peak hours in
the city, so as to maximize the impact of shared bicycles on sustainability. In the morning
peak hours, the passengers of office-oriented stations have a greater demand for bicycles,
and operators should do a good job of parking bicycles before peak demand comes. At the
same time, for residential-oriented stations, it is necessary to sort and maintain bicycles
near the exit of the station, so as to prevent disorderly parking caused by the instantaneous
increase of bicycles from the residential area to the subway station.

3. Reasonable layout of the distribution area

The government should deeply cooperate with enterprises to determine the distribu-
tion area and quantity of shared bicycles. Transportation authorities and enterprises use
intelligent devices to monitor the actual shared bicycle riding behavior and then analyze
the riding characteristics of subway passengers in the morning peak hours according to the
data information. Furthermore, the distribution area of shared bicycles shall be rationally
arranged so as to better play the relevant and complementary role of shared bicycles to
urban traffic.

5. Conclusions

The concept of “low carbon, environmental protection, green life” has attracted more
and more attention in recent years. Accordingly, the advantages of shared bicycles have
become increasingly obvious. Aiming at the severe challenges that SBCSL brings to cities,
this paper constructs a distribution model with the goal of maximizing the reduction of
carbon emissions and provides examples of bicycles distributed on the Beijing subway
Line 13. The results are consistent with the actual situation and solve the problem of the
unbalanced distribution of shared bicycles.

1. The utility coefficient is defined by combining citizens’ demand and shared bicycles’
supply, which lays a foundation for the follow-up innovative research. With the goal
of maximizing carbon emission reductions and comprehensively considering the re-
source and station constrains in the distribution process, a shared bicycle distribution
optimization model is constructed to solve the problem of imbalanced distribution.

2. The formula of potential demand is fully considered. The morning peak hours
coefficient is used to express the proportion of residents commuting by subway
during the morning peak hours. At the same time, the probability of passengers
choosing to use shared bicycles is considered to ensure the rationality of measuring
the potential demand for shared bicycles at stations.

3. The research results provide support to formulate refined distribution strategies.
Based on innovative research, combined with the results, it can be found in order to
maximize the carbon emission reduction of the shared bicycles, the subway station
types and the use features of bicycles need to be considered. Under the premise of
not exceeding the constrains, it should distribute as many bicycles as possible to
office-oriented stations, and only needs to comply with the minimum distribution
constrains for residential-oriented stations.

The research on shared bicycle scheduling is complex and systematic. This paper still
has certain limitations and needs further research. In the paper, the model does not consider
the impact of transfer stations and the correlation between stations on the distribution
of shared bicycles. In future studies, a large number of historical cycling data of shared
bicycles can be obtained to analyze the temporal and spatial features of riding and the
correlation of subway stations to formulate a more accurate distribution plan. In addition,
the model does not involve the relationship between shared bicycles and other urban
low-carbon transportation, which can be combined in subsequent research to determine
the number of bicycles.
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